The Example COMBINE Archive
The attached ExampleArchive.omex is a COMBINE Archive containing the following files:
• version1.sbml: The original version of our toy model: One parameter and a unit definition.
• version2.sbml: The modified version of the toy model: The value of the parameter was updated.
• differences.xml: The differences between both versions of the toy model as identified and exported by the BiVeS tool (SWW15).
• differences-annotated.xml: The patch file including annotations using terms from COMODI.
• annotations.rdf: The externalised annotations in RDF/XML.
The contents of these files are described in the following.
The file version1.sbml encodes for an artificially created SBML model in Level 2 Version 4. The model defines a parameter Km1 with a value of 23.24 moles per litre.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 2 <sbml xmlns="http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version4" level="2" version="4"> The file version2.sbml is a modified version of the first SBML model. It also contains the paramter Km1. However, the value of this parameter has been updated to 23.42 moles per litre.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 2 <sbml xmlns="http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version4" level="2" version="4"> 
Identifying the Differences
We used BiVeS (SWW15) to identify and formally encode the differences between the two versions of a model. The file differences.xml is an export from the BiVeS tool, and it encodes the differences between version1.sbml and version2.sbml. BiVeS identifies zero deletions, zero inserts and zero moves. However, it detects the update of a parameter value (for the first parameter in the file, which is the only parameter in this case, Km1). Annotating the Differences using COMODI Since version 1.7, the BiVeS tool is also able to annotate identified differences with terms from COMODI. Using the RDF framework, BiVeS exports these annotations either as a separate file or included in the XML patch. The following listing shows the contents of the differences-annotated.xml file, which contains the patch including annotations. The example also showcases how PROV (MG13) can be useful when capturing the evolution of a model file. Please note that BiVeS is not able to detect intentions and reasons for a change automatically. We therefore completed the example annotations by manually adding annotations with terms from COMODI. Please note that the annotations increase the size of the patch file tremendously. We therefore recommend to externalise the annotations and store them in a separate RDF file.
